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W3C Internationalization Activity
Getting more information

http://www.w3.org/International/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation looks at aspects of designing internationalized web pages, and attempt (without, by any means, covering the topic exhaustively) to produce a number of guidelines for designers and developers. Due to time constraints and audience, it will not go into deep technical detail.  Further reading can be found on the W3C site at http://www.w3.org/International/, ranging from Getting Started material to articles about specific technical points. The notes accompanying the slides are very brief summaries of the main points made during the talk. NOTE: The content of this presentation aims to deliver a set of coherent messages within a constrained period of time.  The level of detail has been chosen carefully to meet those constraints. For more details, see the articles on the Internationalization site.We could always do with help and support for this outreach work.
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Outline

Character encoding: What's that all about?
Characters: What do I need to do?
Characters: Using escapes
Language: Two types of declaration
Language: The new language tag values
Text size
Navigating to localized pages
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Character encoding: 
What's that all about?

Character encoding

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this section we will stay at a very high level and aim to convey just enough of the basic concepts about what character encodings are to provide a foundation for understanding the guidelines given later.
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The Enigma
Character encoding

Photo by David Blaikie

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A picture of the Enigma machine used in World War II for encrypting messages.  The key to decoding those messages was found at Bletchley Park, just a few miles north of the conference location.Character encoding is about mapping between characters and the bytes used to represent them in the computer, and so relates quite closely to this world of ciphers.It is important to label your content clearly so that it can be correctly decoded. If you don't, not only will people see strange results, sometimes unreadable, but machines won't be able to work with the text for searching, scraping microformat information, etc. etc.The text may look fine to the author, because their default setup automatically decodes the content correctly, but others with different defaults will struggle.
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Berber
Character encoding

4,000 BC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Berber culture was installed in North Africa by 4000 BC.  The dates are somewhat vague, but they developed a writing system around 200-500 BC, based on Pheonecian.  This writing system is called Tifinagh.In 2003 the King of Morocco called for Tifinagh to be resurrected and taught to children in schools to support the Berber-speaking people of Morocco.  I was peripherally involved in that work in 2004.
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Tifinagh
Character encoding

http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x1rh6m_tifinagh_creation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although there is still very little Tifinagh on the Web, the video at the location pointed to on the slide shows it in use in classrooms, appearing in printed materials, on keyboards and computer screens.  It is even used for film titles, end credits, and subtitling in the video itself.
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Character set
Character encoding

ⴰ ⴱ ⴲ ⴳ ⴴ ⴵ ⴶ ⴷ ⴸ
ⴹ ⴺ ⴻ ⴼ ⴽ ⴾ ⴿ ⵀ ⵁ
ⵂ ⵃ ⵄ ⵅ ⵆ ⵇ ⵈ ⵉ ⵊ
ⵋ ⵌ ⵍ ⵎ ⵏ ⵐ ⵑ ⵒ ⵓ ⵔ
ⵕ ⵖ ⵗ ⵘ ⵙ ⵚ ⵛ ⵜ ⵝ
ⵞ ⵟ ⵠ ⵢ ⵣ ⵤ ⵥ ⵯ

Character set 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A very early step in realizing the use of Tifinagh was to define the set of characters needed for its use.  This is the set that was defined.  It includes characters for a number of variants of Tifinagh besides that used in Morocco, such as writing used by the Touareg.At this stage, this is just a bag of characters with no formal structure. It is not necessarily computer-specific – it is just a list of characters needed for writing Tifinagh, one way or another.This is called a 'character set', or 'repertoire'.
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Coded character set
Character encoding

Coded character set

33 (hexadecimal)

52 (decimal)
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F

0 1 2 3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next the characters are ordered in a standard way and numbered.  Each unique character has a unique number, called a code point.  The code point of the number circled above is 33 in hexadecimal notation (a common way to represent code points), or 52 in decimal.A set of characters ordered and numbered in this way is called a 'coded character set'.
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Code pages
Character encoding

ASCII

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the early days of computing a byte consisting of 7 bits allowed for a code page containing 128 code points.  This was the day of ASCII.
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Code pages
Character encoding

ISO 8859-1 
(Latin 1)

Western Europe

ç (E7)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When bytes contained 8 bits they gave rise to code pages containing 256 code points.  These code pages typically retain the ASCII characters in the lower 128 code points and add characters for additional languages to the upper reaches.  Here we see a ‘Latin1’ code page, ISO 8859-1, containing code points for Western European languages.
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Code pages
Character encoding

ISO 8859-7

Greek

η (E7)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unfortunately, 256 code points was not enough even to support the whole of Europe – not even Latin based languages such as Turkish, Hungarian, etc.  To support Greek characters you might see the code points re-mapped as shown above.  These alternative code pages forced you to maintain contextual information so that you could determine the intended character from the upper ranges of the code page.  It also made localization difficult since you had to keep changing code pages.
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Double-byte characters
Character encoding

Standard Country No. of chars 

KS X 1001:1992 Korea 8,224 

GB 2312-80 Mainland 
China 

7,445 

Big Five 
CNS 11643-1992 

Taiwan 13,494 
48,711 

JIS X 0208:1997 
JIS X 0212-1990 

Japan 6,879 
6,067 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
East Asian computing immediately faced a much bigger problem than in Europe, as can be seen by the size of these common character sets.  They resorted to ‘double-byte’ coded character sets.  Two byte character sets would allow for 216 (ie. 65,356) possible code points.  In reality these character sets tended to be based on a 7-bit model, utilizing only a part of the total space available.One particular problem persisted here – these character sets and their encodings were script specific.  It was still difficult to represent Chinese, Korean and Japanese text simultaneously.
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Unicode
Character encoding

All languages

Unicode

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unicode and ISO 10646, from the start, enabled the use of the full range of 16-bit code points for their Basic Multilingual Plane (BMP).  This meant that all of the above scripts and more could be represented simultaneously with ease.  Localization also became easier, since there was no need to enable new code pages or switch encodings – you simply began using the characters in the appropriate part of the BMP.Later, Unicode and ISO 10646 defined 16 supplementary planes, each the same size as the BMP, for future expansion.  Some of those planes are being populated already.  There are code points defined for additional alphabets and a large number of math characters in the Supplementary Multilingual Plane (SMP). Also a large number of additional ideographic characters have been added to the Supplementary Ideographic Plane (SIP). In total there are now over one million code points available.To support Tifinagh, the script was implemented as a Unicode block. You can see it highlighted above.(The tool shown is available at http://rishida.net/scripts/uniview/  It allows you to explore characters in the Unicode character set.)
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Tifinagh Unicode block
Character encoding

Coded character set

2D63 (hexadecimal)

11619 (decimal)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unicode assigns numbers to characters. This slide shows the code points in Unicode for the Tifinagh range (in hexadecimal notation).  So the character we looked at before is code point U+2D63 in Unicode (11619 in decimal).
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Character encodings
Character encoding

ⴰ ⵣ ⵓ ⵍ !
2D30 2D63 2D53 2D4D 21

E2 B4 B0 E2 B5 A3 E2 B5 93 E2 B5 8D 21

2D 30 2D 63 2D 53 2D 4D 00 21

00 00 2D 30 00 00 2D 63 00 00 2D 53 00 00 2D 4D 00 00 00 21

UTF-16

UTF-8

UTF-32

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although this is not clear in simple codepages such as ASCII and Latin1, it is important to understand that the terms 'character set' and 'coded character set' refer to something that is different from the concept of 'character encoding'.  The character encoding refers to the way that characters in a coded character set are mapped to the bytes used to represent those in the computer.In the case of ASCII or Latin1, this is a trivial matter, since one byte represents one character, and the value of the byte is the same as the character's code point in the coded character set.In Unicode, the same coded character set can be mapped to bytes in three different ways – ie. using three different character encodings.  For the Tifinagh text meaning 'Hello!' above, the characters can be represented using encodings called UTF-16, UTF-8 or UTF-32.  UTF-16 uses two bytes for all characters in the BMP, and four beyond that.  UTF-32 uses four bytes for every character.  UTF-8 uses one to four bytes, depending on which character you are representing.  The characters in the ASCII character set are all represented in UTF-8 with the same (single) bytes as are used in ASCII implementations.
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Recap
Character encoding

• Character set

• Coded character set

• Code point

• Character encoding

• Charset

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In summary, we have seen what each of the above terms mean, and how they differ.Essentially, the term 'character encoding' refers to the rules used to map between characters and bytes in computerized text, very much like (albeit somewhat less complicated than) the key used by cipher systems such as the enigma machine to map one sequence of symbols to another.You may come across the term 'charset', which is a bit of a misnomer.  It is actually used to refer to a character encoding rather than a character set.  It is best to recognize but not promote its use.
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Character encoding: 
What do I need to do?

Working with characters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we consider the basics regarding what developers and designers need to do about character encodings.
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Step 1: Choose an encoding
Working with characters

 Supports many languages in a single character set 
so that
 it's easy to architect multilingual solutions
 you can have a mix of languages on a single 

page

 Reduce complexity when storing multilingual data, 
eg. in databases, and when receiving form data

 Provide all symbols you'll need, eg. © ® ™ etc…

 Wide support in browsers, scripts, editors, 
databases, operating systems, etc.

The answer is:

Unicode

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When choosing which character encoding to use for your content, the bullet points on the slide indicate things you should look out for.Unicode is the best encoding for most purposes, since it meets all these requirements better than other character encodings, and it is widely understood and supported these days.
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Step 3: Declaring the encoding
Working with characters

1. In the HTTP header

2. In the document

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When it comes to declaring the encoding, there are basically two places you can do so:In the HTTP headerIn the document.
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HTTP header
Working with characters

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Date: Wed, 05 Nov 2003 10:46:04 GMT
Server: Apache/1.3.28 (Unix) PHP/4.2.3
Content-Location: CSS2-REC.en.html
Vary: negotiate,accept-language,accept-charset
TCN: choice
P3P: policyref=http://www.w3.org/2001/05/P3P/p3p.xml
Cache-Control: max-age=21600
Expires: Wed, 05 Nov 2003 16:46:04 GMT
Last-Modified: Tue, 12 May 1998 22:18:49 GMT
ETag: "3558cac9;36f99e2b"
Accept-Ranges: bytes
Content-Length: 10734
Connection: close
Content-Type: text/html; charset=utf-8
Content-Language: en 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When a server sends a document to a user agent (eg. a browser) it also sends information in the Content-Type field of the accompanying HTTP header about what type of data format this is. This information is expressed using a MIME type label. Here is an example of an HTTP header for an HTML file using the MIME type 'text/html'. Note that the Content-Type entry can also express the character encoding of the document.
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HTTP header
Working with characters

Set using

 Server defaults or overrides

• AddCharset UTF-8 .php

• AddType 'text/html; charset=UTF-8' html

• <Files ~ "events\.html">
ForceType 'text/html; charset=UTF-8'
</Files>

Apache 
directives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can set the encoding as part of the HTTP header using server defaults or overrides.  The slide shows some examples of Apache directives that can be used to set the encoding in the HTTP header.  We will not go into detail on this topic, but there are articles on the W3C site that provide further information for Apache.
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HTTP header
Working with characters

Set using

 Server defaults or overrides

 Scripting directives

• header( 'Content-type: text/html; charset=utf-8' );

• <%@ page contentType="text/html;charset=UTF-8" %>

• <%Response.charset="utf-8"%>

• print "Content-Type: text/html; charset=utf-8\n\n";

PHP

JSP

ASP

Perl

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you are dynamically composing documents using scripting languages, you can add the HTTP header information using constructs relevant to the particular language.  The slide shows directives for 4 such scripting languages.
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HTTP header
Working with characters

+  user agents can easily find the information

 highest priority in case of conflict – good for 
transcoding

-  possibly difficult for content authors to change 
the setting - especially with an ISP

 server settings may get out of synch with the 
document

 doesn't cater for documents saved to or read 
from CD or hard disk

 may not facilitate processing or translation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The key question for this section in this presentation is "What are the pros and cons of using this approach?".  These are listed on the slide.
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HTTP header
Working with characters

Always declare the encoding 
inside the document, too !!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In summary, use the HTTP declaration, by all means, but because of the potential shortcomings it is best to always also include a declaration inside the document, whether or not you put a declaration in the HTTP header.
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In-document declarations: HTML
Working with characters

<meta http-equiv="Content-type" 
content="text/html;charset=UTF-8">

 In the head element, as near as possible to 
the top of the file

 Use preferred names from the IANA 
registry

 Avoid unregistered names (ie. x-… )

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we turn to in-document declarations.When dealing with true HTML files, the meta charset declaration should appear as close as possible to the top of the head element. It looks as follows:<meta http-equiv="Content-type" content="text/html;charset=UTF-8" /> Values for the encoding attribute can be found in the IANA registry. Note that these are called charset names, although in reality they refer to the encodings, not the character sets.The IANA registry commonly includes multiple names for the same encoding. In this case you should use the name designated as 'Preferred'.Note that it is possible to invent your own encoding names preceded by x-, but this is not usually a good idea since it limits interoperability.
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In-document declarations: HTML
Working with characters

+  Document can be edited or read from 
CD or hard disk, etc.

 Dynamic documents can be saved to 
disk

 Helps developers, testers, or 
translation production managers 
perform a visual check

 The only in-document alternative

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When to do this. When serving a document as HTML (which is what we are talking about at the moment), there are no disadvantages and a couple of definite advantages:An in-document encoding allows the document to be read correctly when not on a server. This applies not only to static documents read from disk or CD, but also dynamic documents that are saved by the reader.An in-document declaration of this kind helps developers, testers, or translation production managers who want to perform a visual check of a document.Note that a meta charset declaration is required for all encodings, including UTF-8 and UTF-16. The rules of default encodings for XML (which we will mention next) do not apply here.
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In-document declarations: XML
Working with characters

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

 Required if not UTF-8 or UTF-16 !

 First thing in the file

 Useful even with UTF-8 or UTF-16

 Use preferred names from the IANA 
registry

 Avoid unregistered names (ie. x-… )

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When serving XML, use the XML declaration.  The XML declaration appears at the top of the file and allows for inclusion of an encoding attribute to declare the document's encoding. For example:<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> As for the meta charset declaration, names for character encodings can be found in the IANA registry, preferred names should be used where there are multiple choices, and user-defined names preceded by x- should be avoided.An XML declaration is required for an XML document if the encoding of the document is other than UTF-8 or UTF-16 and the encoding is not provided by a higher level protocol, ie. the HTTP header.
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In-document declarations: XML
Working with characters

+  Useful when processing as XML, eg. 
using XSLT

 Document can be edited or read from 
CD or hard disk, etc.

 Dynamic documents can be saved to 
disk

 Helps developers, testers, or 
translation production managers 
perform a visual check

 The only in-document alternative

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to allowing XML processors to recognize the character encoding, the advantages of using this approach are the same as those listed for the HTML case.  Again, there are no disadvantages (as long as you are serving the content as XML).
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XHTML served as text/html
Working with characters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many people prefer to use XHTML because of the advantages XML brings for editing or processing of documents. However, there is still a lack of support for XML files in mainstream browsers, so many XHTML 1.0 files are actually served using the text/html MIME type. In this case, the user agent will treat the file as HTML.To ensure that the slight differences between XML and HTML do not trip up older user agents, you should always follow the compatibility guidelines in Appendix C of the XHTML specification when serving XHTML as HTML. These compatibility guidelines recommend, amongst other things, that you leave a space before the '/>' at the end of an empty tag (such as img, hr or br), that you always use both id and name attributes for fragment identifiers, etc.XHTML documents served as text/html are strange animals. One of the main reasons for using XHTML is to take advantage of the benefits that XML brings for editing and processing (for example, you can use XML processors or AJAX to scrape information from XML documents), but when these documents are served in this way to user agents, they are treated as HTML, not XML.
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XHTML served as text/html
Working with characters

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<meta http-equiv="Content-type" 
content="text/html;charset=UTF-8">

and?

or? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, do we use the XML declaration or the meta tag to declare the encoding, or both ?
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XHTML served as text/html
Working with characters

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

Use both unless …
you need your page to 
conform to Standards 

mode on IE6.
<meta http-equiv="Content-type" 

content="text/html;charset=UTF-8">

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Following slides will investigate this caveat…
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XHTML served as text/html
Working with characters

Standards Quirks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Current mainstream browsers may display an HTML file in either standards mode or quirks mode. This means that different rules are applied to the display of the file, one conforming to the W3C standards interpretation of expected behavior, the other to expectations based on the non-standard behavior of older browsers.The screen captures on the slide illustrate some of these differences.
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XHTML served as text/html
Working with characters

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" 
"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd">

<html xml:lang="en" lang="en">
<head>

<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8"/>
<title>XHTML document</title>
<style type="text/css">
body { background: white; color: black; font-family: arial, sans-serif; font-size: 12px; }
p { font-size: 100%; }
h1 { font-size: 16px; }
div { margin: 20px; width: 170px; padding: 50px; border: 6px solid teal; }
table { border: 1px solid teal; }
</style>
</head>

<body>
<h1>Test file for Standards/Quirks</h1>
<div>

A div with CSS width:170px, margin:20px, padding:50px and border:6px. 
</div>

<p>Text in a p element.</p>
<table>

<tr><td>Text in a table.</td></tr>
</table>

</body>
</html>

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The two pictures on the previous slide show two pages with exactly the same markup and CSS styling, apart from one thing. The only difference between the source of the two files is that the one on the left has a DOCTYPE declaration at the top, and the other doesn't. A file with an appropriate DOCTYPE declaration should normally be rendered in standards mode by recent versions of most browsers. No DOCTYPE, and you get quirks.This slide shows the source text with the DOCTYPE declaration at the top.Browsers that switch in this way between standards and quirks modes are often said to do DOCTYPE switching.Differences illustrated above arise from the following:In standards mode the CSS width setting applied to the div does not absorb any widths set for padding and border settings, whereas in quirks mode it does - which is why the large box is wider in the left-most (standards) picture.In quirks mode the table has not inherited the font size setting from the body element, so the text looks larger.It is generally a good idea to always serve your pages in standards mode - ie. always include a DOCTYPE declaration.
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XHTML served as text/html
Working with characters

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" 
"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd">

<html xml:lang="en" lang="en">
<head>

<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8"/>
<title>XHTML document</title>
<style type="text/css">
body { background: white; color: black; font-family: arial, sans-serif; font-size: 12px; }
p { font-size: 100%; }
h1 { font-size: 16px; }
div { margin: 20px; width: 170px; padding: 50px; border: 6px solid teal; }
table { border: 1px solid teal; }
</style>
</head>

<body>
<h1>Test file for Standards/Quirks</h1>
<div>

A div with CSS width:170px, margin:20px, padding:50px and border:6px. 
</div>

<p>Text in a p element.</p>
<table>

<tr><td>Text in a table.</td></tr>
</table>

</body>
</html>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In browsers such as Internet Explorer 7, Firefox, Netscape, Opera, and others, with or without the XML declaration, a page served with a DOCTYPE declaration will be rendered in standards mode.With Internet Explorer 6, however, if anything appears before the DOCTYPE declaration the page is rendered in quirks mode. Because Internet Explorer 6 users still count for a very large proportion of browser users, this is a significant issue. If you want to ensure that your pages are rendered in the same way on all standards-compliant browsers, you need to think carefully about how you deal with this.The XHTML specification also warns that processing instructions are rendered on some user agents. Also, some user agents interpret the XML declaration to mean that the document is unrecognized XML rather than HTML, and therefore may not render the document as expected. You should do testing on appropriate user agents to decide whether this will be an issue for you.
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XHTML served as text/html
Working with characters

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" 
"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd">

<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml" xml:lang="en" lang="en"> 
<head> 

…..

 In IE6, prevents application of standards 
mode

 Choices:
 If no affected features, no worries
 If IE6 irrelevant, no worries
 Use workarounds in CSS
 Remove the XML declaration

 If you omit, use UTF-8 or UTF-16 !

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are the options. Obviously, if your document contains no constructs that are affected by the difference between standards vs. quirks mode this is a non-issue. If, on the other hand, that is not the case, you will have to add workarounds to your CSS to overcome the differences, or omit the XML declaration.Note that if you decide to omit the XML declaration you should choose either UTF-8 or UTF-16 as the encoding for the page! Otherwise, this will not be proper XML.
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Step 2: Save your data in the right encoding
Working with characters 

It's not enough to label 
your data with an 
encoding: 

you need the content to 
be in the right sequence 
of bytes ! !

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The steps listed here are out of order because it is easier to introduce concepts in the order shown.  In reality, when doing this, this would probably be step 2.I have often heard people ask why things didn't look right after they changed the declaration in their content. The fact is, the content needs to be encoded in the right character encoding too.  You do that by saving the document in the right encoding.
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Step 2: Save your data in the right encoding
Working with characters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The following sequence of slides shows how to save content in UTF-8 by default in DreamWeaver.  For information about saving data in UTF-8 from other editing environments, see http://www.w3.org/International/questions/qa-setting-encoding-in-applications.
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Step 2: Save your data in the right encoding
Working with characters
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Step 2: Save your data in the right encoding
Working with characters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows an example of how text can expand (and shrink) when translated (here from English).
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Step 2: Save your data in the right encoding
Working with characters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If asked about the Unicode Normalization Form, it is usually best to choose Normalization Form C.It is important to understand whether to include the Unicode Signature (BOM) when saving as UTF-8.  Let's look at what this means…
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Step 2: Save your data in the right encoding
Working with characters

ⴰ ⵣ ⵓ ⵍ !
2D30 2D63 2D53 2D4D 21

2D 30 2D 63 2D 53 2D 4D 00 21

BO
M

30 2D 63 2D 53 2D 4D 2D 21 00 

FE FF

FF FE

ï»¿ in UTF8

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One thing I didn't mention in the earlier slide that shows how characters in Tifinagh are mapped to bytes in the UTF-16 character encoding is that the bytes can be ordered in two different ways (on a character by character basis).  This is the difference between 'big-endian' and 'little-endian' implementations of UTF-16.  Because of this, UTF-16 text should always begin with the special Unicode character with code point FFEF.  An implementation can then immediately tell which way to decode the content.It is this character, in this position, that is called the Byte Order Mark, or BOM.UTF-8 byte sequences don't exhibit this mirroring effect, but the BOM still sometimes appears at the beginning of UTF-8 text – sometimes on purpose, sometimes as a hangover from a conversion process, sometimes because an authoring environment adds it.  
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Step 2: Save your data in the right encoding
Working with characters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When the BOM is used in web pages or editors it can sometimes introduce blank spaces or short sequences of strange-looking characters (such as ï»¿). For this reason, it is usually best for interoperability to omit the BOM, given a choice.For more information about this, see http://www.w3.org/International/questions/qa-utf8-bom.
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Step 2: Save your data in the right encoding
Working with characters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Microsoft users should beware of using Notepad for short tweaks to a document or code in UTF-8, since it automatically and always adds a BOM when the text is saved.
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Step 4: Secure the backend
Working with characters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is announced as step 4, though it could of course be your starting point.You need to ensure that the applications, scripts, databases, etc., you are dealing with can appropriately deal with text.This slide shows a photo uploaded to Flickr with XMP meta data in UTF-8.  The Flickr user interface, which supports UTF-8, has taken the title of the photo from the XMP data, but some backend process has mangled the encoding.  You can guess at the meaning of this title, but text in, say, Chinese, would be completely unreadable.Be careful that the functions you use in languages such as PHP and Python can handle multibyte characters correctly, and that encoding information is recognized and appropriately dealt with. 
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Some lessons from this section
Working with characters

• Choose an encoding – consider UTF-8 or UTF-16 (Unicode)

• Figure out how to save your data in your chosen encoding.

• Add character encoding declarations to your content.

• Use the meta tag for HTML and the XML declaration for XML.

• Use both for XHTML served as text/html, unless you want to 
avoid quirks mode on IE6 (in which case I suggest to omit the 
declaration and use UTF-8)

• Try to avoid getting a Byte-Order Mark (BOM) at the beginning 
of your UTF-8 content.

• Ensure that your back-end scripts, databases, etc can handle the 
characters you need in a seamless fashion.

http://www.w3.org/International/tutorials/tutorial-char-enc

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide summarizes some of the practical takeaways from this presentation.
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Character encoding: 
Using escapes

Using escapes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This section will look briefly at the use of escapes and provide some guidelines.
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What is an escape?
Using escapes

 &#xE1; hex NCR

 &#225; decimal NCR

 &aacute; character entity

 \E1 CSS escape

NCR = Numeric Character Reference

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NCRs, or Numeric Character References, and entities (collectively referred to as 'escapes') are ways of representing any Unicode character in XHTML / HTML using only ASCII characters. For example, the following are different ways of representing the character á: &#xE1; A hexadecimal NCR. NCRs are a type of escape. All NCRs begin with &# and end with ;. The x indicates that what follows is a hexadecimal number representing the scalar value of a Unicode character, ie. the number assigned in the Unicode code charts.  &#225; A decimal NCR. This uses a decimal number to represent the same scalar value.  &aacute; A character entity. This is a very different animal. All entities need to be predefined in the markup language definition (DTD), so this approach is only available for those characters that HTML 4.01 has specifically chosen to represent as entities. That includes only a small subset of the Unicode range. Note that the entity name is case sensitive: &Aacute; represents the uppercase letter Á.
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Save your data in the encoding
Using escapes

Jako efektivnější se nám jeví pořádání tzv. 
Road Show prostřednictvím našich 
autorizovaných dealerů v Čechách a na 
Moravě, které proběhnou v průběhu září a 
října.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using escapes can make it difficult to read and maintain source code, and can also significantly increase file size. Many English-speaking developers have the expectation that other languages only make occasional use of non-ASCII characters, but this is wrong.Take for example the passage in Czech on the slide.
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Save your data in the encoding
Using escapes

Jako efektivn&#x115;j&#x161;&#xED; se 
n&#xE1;m jev&#xED; 
po&#x159;&#xE1;d&#xE1;n&#xED; tzv. 
Road Show prost&#x159;ednictv&#xED;m 
na&#x161;ich autorizovan&#x1FD;ch 
dealer&#x16F; v &#x10C;ech&#xE1;ch a 
na Morav&#x11B;, kter&#xE9; 
prob&#x11B;hnou v 
pr&#x16F;b&#x16F;hu z&#xE1; 
&#x159;&#xED; a &#x159;&#xED;jna.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you were to require NCRs for all non-ASCII characters, the passage would become unreadable, difficult to maintain and much longer. It would, of course, be much worse for a language that didn't use Latin characters at all.It is much better to use an encoding that allows you to represent the characters in their normal form.
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When should I use escapes?
Using escapes

 Syntax-related characters

&lt; (<) &gt; (>) &amp; (&) &quot; (")

 Characters not supported by the document encoding
It may be better to change the encoding!

 Characters not supported by the input tools
Not a long term solution!

 Characters that are invisible or ambiguous

eg. &rlm;  / &#x200F;

eg. &nbsp; / &#xA0;

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are three characters which should always appear in content as escapes, so that they do not interact with the syntax of the markup:	&lt; (<) 	&gt; (>)	&amp; (&)You may also want to represent the double-quote (") as &quot; - particularly in attribute text when you need to use the same type of quotes as you used to surround the attribute value.Escapes can be useful to represent characters not supported by the encoding you chose for the document, for example, to represent Chinese characters in an ISO Latin 1 document. You should ask yourself first, however, why you have not changed the encoding of the document to something that covers all the characters you need (such as, of course, UTF-8).If your editing tool does not allow you to easily enter needed characters you may also resort to using escapes. Note that this is not a long-term solution, nor one that works well if you have to enter a lot of such characters - it takes longer and makes maintenance more difficult. Ideally you would choose an editing tool that allowed you to enter these characters as characters.A potentially very useful role for escapes is for characters that are invisible or ambiguous in presentation. One example would be Unicode character 200F: RIGHT-TO-LEFT MARK. This character can be used to clarify directionality in bidirectional text (eg. when using the Arabic or Hebrew scripts). It has no graphic form, however; so it is difficult to see where these characters are in the text, and if they are lost or forgotten they could create unexpected results during later editing. Using &rlm; (or its NCR equivalent &#x200F;) instead makes it very easy to spot these characters.An example of an ambiguous character is 00A0: NO-BREAK SPACE. This type of space prevents line breaking, but it looks just like any other space when used as a character. Using &nbsp; (or &#xA0;) makes it quite clear where such spaces appear in the text.
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By the way…
Using escapes

 € is   &#x20AC;   not   &#x80;
Use Unicode code points, no matter what encoding you used !

 U+00E1
Use Hex values rather than Decimal

 &aacute;
Character entities may cause problems for XML processing

 &#x12345 not  &#xD808;&#xDF45;
Use a single value for supplementary characters, not two

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Numeric character references always refer to the number of a character in the Unicode repertoire, no matter what encoding you use. It is a common error for people working on a page encoded in Windows code page 1252, for example, to try to represent the euro sign using &#x80;. This is because the euro appears at position 80 on the Windows 1252 code page. Using &#x80; would actually produce a control character, since the escape would be expanded as the character at position 80 in the Unicode repertoire. What was really needed was &#x20AC;.Typically when the Unicode Standard refers to or lists characters it does so using a hexadecimal value. For instance, the code point for the letter á may be referred to as U+00E1. Given the prevalence of this convention, it is often useful, though not required, to use hexadecimal numeric values in escapes rather than decimal values. You do not need to use leading zeros in escapes.If you use entities (such as &aacute;) to represent characters, you should take care any time your content is processed using XML tools, or converted to XML. These entities have to be declared in the Document Type Definition to work. For this reason, it may be safer to use numeric values.Supplementary characters are those Unicode characters that have code points higher than the characters in the Basic Multilingual Plane (BMP). In UTF-16 a supplementary character is encoded using two 16-bit surrogate code points from the BMP. Because of this, some people think that supplementary characters need to be represented using two escapes, but this is incorrect - you must use the single, scalar value for that character. For example, use &#x233B4; rather than &#xD84C;&#xDFB4;.
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Some lessons from this section
Escapes

• Save data in an encoding that means you won't need to use 
escapes (eg. Unicode).

• Use escapes for characters that are invisible or ambiguous.

• Use Unicode code points for escapes, regardless of the 
character encoding you are using for your content.

• Be careful about using character entities (like &aacute;) if 
you are going to process the content later as XML.

http://www.w3.org/International/questions/qa-escapes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide summarizes some of the practical takeaways from this presentation.
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Language tagging:
Two types of declaration

Language tagging

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We now switch to language, and ways of announcing the language of the text content you are creating.
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Why?
Language tagging

 Accessibility

 Authoring tools

 Translation tools

 Font selection

 Page rendering

 Search

 Scripting
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Use now to 
increase 
potential 
applications !

Why?
Language tagging

 Accessibility

 Authoring tools

 Translation tools

 Font selection

 Page rendering

 Search

 Scripting
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Two things to be labelled
Language tagging

 Text-processing language
 the language of a specific range of text

 used for processing such as text-to-
speech, styling, etc.

 can indicate only ONE language at a time

The French 
word for cat
is chat.

The French 
word for cat
is chat.

This is French text.

This is an English document.

 Metadata about the intended 
audience
 describes the language(s) of the 

document as a whole

 not a list of all languages used in the 
document

 could be more than one language

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are two ways in which one might speak about the language of content:to express the language of a specific range of text, so that applications that manipulate the text (such as text-to-speech engines, style sheets, etc) can correctly understand or handle the text they are currently dealing with,to express the language of the expected audience of the document. This is metadata about the resource, as a whole, that could be used for content negotiation, etc.The first type of declaration refers to what we will call the text processing language. It must, of necessity, refer to only a single language at a time, though that declaration can be overridden for an embedded fragment of the text (eg. a French quotation in English content).Declaring the language of the expected audience, on the other hand, could involve declaring more than one language, eg. for documents containing parallel texts in multiple languages. However, it doesn't necessarily list every language that appears in the document (eg. a Japanese phrase book for English tourists may contain a lot of Japanese text, but the language of the intended audience is English).For a further discussion of differences between these two ways of describing language read Internationalization Best Practices: Specifying Language in XHTML & HTML Content.For HTML and XHTML it is worthwhile to consider how strategies for declaring language differ in each of the above cases. 
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Two approaches
Language tagging

Greetings

This Web page 
contains an 
enormous 
amount of 
useful stuff.

We hope you 
will enjoy 

Bienvenue

Cette page 
contient une 
quantité 
énorme de 
choses 
utiles.

Nous 
espérons 
que ceci 
vous plaira.

Bonjour cher 
lecteur.

Voici des choses 
que vous pouvez 
lire. Nous les 
avons traduits pour 
que vous les 
compreniez; 
malgré le fait que 
la navigation reste 
en anglais.

MyOrganization

Go here

Go there

Go 
elsewhere

Go back

English

English & French

French

Japanese phrase book

hello 今日は

thank you ありがとう

goodbye さようなら

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The metadata about this document would say it is in English, despite the large amount of Japanese text, since it is aimed at an English audience.
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Two approaches
Language tagging

Japanese phrase book

hello 今日は

thank you ありがとう

goodbye さようなら

Bonjour cher 
lecteur.

Voici des choses 
que vous pouvez 
lire. Nous les 
avons traduits pour 
que vous les 
compreniez; 
malgré le fait que 
la navigation reste 
en anglais.

MyOrganization

Go here

Go there

Go 
elsewhere

Go back

English

English & French

French

Greetings

This Web page 
contains an 
enormous 
amount of 
useful stuff.

We hope you 
will enjoy 

Bienvenue

Cette page 
contient une 
quantité 
énorme de 
choses utiles.

Nous 
espérons que 
ceci vous 
plaira.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This document is aimed at two linguistic audiences, English and French, so the metadata should reflect that.
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Two approaches
Language tagging

Japanese phrase book

hello 今日は

thank you ありがとう

goodbye さようなら

Greetings

This Web page 
contains an 
enormous 
amount of 
useful stuff.

We hope you 
will enjoy 

Bienvenue

Cette page 
contient une 
quantité 
énorme de 
choses 
utiles.

Nous 
espérons 
que ceci 
vous plaira.

English

English & French

French

Bonjour cher lecteur.

Voici des choses 
que vous pouvez 
lire. Nous les avons 
traduits pour que 
vous les 
compreniez; malgré 
le fait que la 
navigation reste en 
anglais.

MyOrganization

Go here

Go there

Go 
elsewhere

Go back

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a poorly localized document, with titles and navigation still in English.  Since the main content is in French, however, the metadata should declare this to be a French document.
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Ways of declaring language
Language tagging

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Date: Wed, 05 Nov 2003 10:46:04 GMT
Server: Apache/1.3.28 (Unix) PHP/4.2.3
…
Content-Type: text/html; charset=utf-8
Content-Language: en 

HTTP Content-Language header

<html lang="en"> 
<head>
…
<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en" /> 
…
</head>
<body>
<p>The French word for <em>cat</em> is 
<em lang="fr">chat</em>.</p>
…
</body>
</html>

Language attribute on html tag

Content-Language meta tag

Language attribute on embedded 
element

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are four places where language information can be declared for an XHTML or HTML document.
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Using HTTP
Language tagging

 Set on the server

 Can indicate more than one language
 metadata ✓ text-processing ✗

 Lower precedence for text-processing than language 
attribute on html tag

 Use for text-processing in mainstream browsers is 
patchy

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Date: Wed, 05 Nov 2003 10:46:04 GMT
Server: Apache/1.3.28 (Unix) PHP/4.2.3
…
Content-Type: text/html; charset=utf-8
Content-Language: en, fr, sp

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The HTTP Content-Language header is set on the server and sent with a file. It can specify more than one language at a time. This is appropriate for declaring the language of the intended audience, but not for declaring the text-processing language, which can only be a single language at a time.If the user agent picks up language information from the HTTP header, that declaration will be overridden by any declaration using attributes on the html tag.If no language is declared on the html tag, some, but not all, mainstream browsers recognize the value declared in the HTTP header for text-processing applications. Even in a browser that recognizes this declaration, however, the application of this information tends to be somewhat uneven
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Using attributes
Language tagging

 Information is inherited, so html element sets the 
default for the whole document

 Overrides any conflicting HTTP declaration

 Can indicate only a single language
 metadata ✗ text-processing ✓

 Most user agents recognize it for text-processing

<html lang="en">

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Language information declared using the lang or xml:lang attribute is inherited by all contained elements. This means that declaring language information in the html element sets the default text-processing language for the whole document. Note, as just mentioned, that this kind of declaration overrides any conflicting declaration in the HTTP header.You can only specify a single language per element using language attributes. For this reason, this approach is not well suited to declaring primary languages where multiple languages may be involved. On the other hand, the restriction to one and only one language per element is exactly what is needed for declaring text-processing languages.You can attach language attributes to any element to indicate that the language of text in that element is different from that of its surrounding context.Most mainstream browsers seem to recognize the declarations made using language attributes for supported features that depend on language information.
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Using attributes
Language tagging

 HTML:
<html lang="ja">

 XHTML as text/html:
<html lang="ja" xml:lang="ja" 

xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">

 XHTML as XML:
<html xml:lang="ja" 

xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows which of the lang and xml:lang attributes you should use where.
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The meta element
Language tagging

 Not mentioned in HTML specification

 Can indicate more than one language
 metadata ✓ text-processing ✗

 Although informal guidance on the Web commonly 
points to this, and some authoring tools use it, user 
agents and applications don't actually recognize it

<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en,fr,sp" /> 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The use of a meta element in the document head with the http-equiv attribute set to Content-Language is not mentioned directly in the HTML specification, and yet much of the informal guidance out on the Web about how to declare language for your HTML suggests its use, and some well-known HTML authoring tools create such elements when you specify language information using dialog boxes.Unfortunately, there is little if any evidence that any mainstream browsers recognize such declarations for implementation of text-processing features. Nor is there much evidence of search engines using this information as meta-data about the document.For this reason, it seems wise to avoid the use of this approach for now.Since the arguments of the content attribute on the meta element allow for multiple languages to be expressed, this approach would seem to lend itself to declaring metadata about the expected language of the document audience rather than the text-processing language. As such, it is the only currently available mechanism for authors to declare such metadata inside the document, and therefore potentially useful. To what extent metadata users use the information is still not clear, however. It is also possible to argue whether or not it makes sense to have metadata inside the document.
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Embedded language changes
Language tagging

 element:
<p>The French for <em>Cat</em> is 
<em lang="fr" xml:lang="fr">chat</em>.</p>

 span:
<p>The title in Chinese is <span lang="zh-Hans" 
xml:lang="zh-Hans">中国科学院文献情报中心</span>. 
</p>

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You should indicate changes in language within a document.If there is no markup around the text in a different language, use a span element to delimit the boundaries.
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Some lessons from this section
Language tagging

• Don't munge together declarations of text-processing 
language and metadata about the intended audience.

• Use HTTP for metadata about the intended audience.

• Use attributes for labeling text-processing language.

• Always include language information in the html tag.

• Avoid use of the meta element for language information 
you want to be used for text processing.

http://www.w3.org/International/TR/i18n-html-tech-lang

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide summarizes some of the practical takeaways from this presentation.
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Language:
The new language tag values

Language tags
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Language tags
Language tags

language – region

IANA registered tag

♦ ISO 639 language codes
♦ ISO 3166 country codes

en

en-GB

en-scouse

Before: RFC 3066

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the past, values for the lang and xml:lang attributes were chosen from ISO codes in a way described by RFC 3066 (which obsoleted its predecessor, RFC 1766).Essentially, you could use a language code or a language code followed by a region.  There were a few additional codes defined, such as the Scouse version of English – a light dialect spoken in the region of Liverpool, in the UK.
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BCP 47 (includes RFC 4646)
Language tags

language – script – region – variant – extension – private_use

♦ only language subtag required
♦ codes available only from new IANA 

registry (based on ISO and UN codes)

Now: BCP 47 (includes RFC 4646)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nowadays you should use the IANA Language Subtag Registry to find codes, and use the rules in BCP 47 (which contains RFC 4646) to combine subtags together.Many more types of subtag are now available, although in most cases current usage will not change.  The golden rule is to keep to the minimum number of subtags for your needs.
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Subtag registry
Language tags

%% 
Type: language 
Subtag: cs
Description: Czech 
Added: 2005-10-16 
Suppress-Script: Latn
%% 
Type: language 
Subtag: cu 
Description: Church Slavic 
Description: Old Slavonic 
Description: Church Slavonic 
Description: Old Bulgarian 
Description: Old Church Slavonic 
Added: 2005-10-16 
%% 
Type: language 
Subtag: cv
Description: Chuvash 
Added: 2005-10-16 
%% http://www.iana.org/assignments/language-subtag-registry

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows what entries in the subtag registry look like, and provides the URI for accessing the registry.  Note that the registry no longer contains duplicate subtags for a given language, region, etc.
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Subtag registry
Language tags

http://rishida.net/utils/subtags/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is another (unofficial) tool for searching the registry.
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BCP 47 (includes RFC 4646)
Language tags

language – script – region – variant – extension – private_use

♦ always required
♦ codes available only from new IANA 

registry
♦ two-letter codes provided if available, 3-

letter if not
♦ coming soon: ISO 639-6 codes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All language tags must begin with a language subtag.Examples of simple, language-only language tags include:en (English)ast (Asturian - no two-letter code exists for Asturian in the ISO lists)These codes come from, and are kept up to date with, ISO 639 language codes. Because RFC 3066 didn't provide a list of valid subtags and just referred users to ISO 639, there was sometimes confusion about how to tag languages when the ISO code lists contained both two-letter and three-letter codes (and sometimes more than one three-letter code). Now all valid subtags are listed in a single IANA registry, which adopts only one value from the ISO lists per language. If a two-letter ISO code is available, this will be the one in the registry. Otherwise the registry will contain one three-letter code. This should make things simpler. This is an example of the language code for Spanish, es, in the registry:%% Type: language Subtag: es Description: Spanish Description: Castilian Added: 2005-10-16 Suppress-Script: Latn %% Although the codes are case insensitive, they are commonly written lowercased, but this is merely a convention.
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Save your data in the encoding
Language tags

language – script – region – variant – extension – private_use 

♦ ISO 15924 code
♦ only one, directly after language
♦ 4 letters long
♦ use only if needed
♦ 'Suppress-Script' labels in 

registry, 
♦ eg. en-Latn

zh-Hans
az-Cyrl

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples of language tags including script tags are:zh-Hans (Simplified Chinese)az-Latn (Azerbaijani, written in Latin script - since Azerbaijani can also be written using the Arabic script)The script subtag is new in RFC 4646. The subtags come from, and are kept up to date with, the list of ISO 15924 script codes.Only one script subtag can appear in a language tag, and it must immediately follow the language subtag. It is always four letters long.In fact, many language subtag entries in the registry strongly discourage the use of script tags by including a 'Suppress script' field. There is such a field in the Spanish example above, which indicates that Spanish is normally written using Latin script, and so the Latn subtag should normally not be used with es.This example shows the registry entry for Cyrillic script, Cyrl, used for languages such as Russian:%% Type: script Subtag: Cyrl Description: Cyrillic Added: 2005-10-16 %% 
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Save your data in the encoding
Language tags

language – script – region – variant – extension – private_use 

zh-Hans
az-Cyrl"… avoid script tags except where they add 

useful distinguishing information."

"for virtually any content that does not use a 
script tag today, it remains the best practice 
not to use one in the future."

Addison Phillips

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You should only use script tags if they are necessary to make a distinction you need. As RFC 4646 co-author, Addison Phillips, writes, "For virtually any content that does not use a script tag today, it remains the best practice not to use one in the future".
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Save your data in the encoding
Language tags

language – script – region – variant – extension – private_use 

♦ ISO 3166-1 code or UN M.49 
region code

♦ 2 letter alpha or 3 digit codes
♦ only one, following language and 

any script codes
♦ script code not required

en-GB

es-419

zh-Hant-HK

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples of language tags including region subtags include:en-GB (British English)es-005 (South American Spanish)zh-Hant-HK (Traditional Chinese as used in Hong Kong)The region subtag in RFC 3066 took its values from the ISO 3166 country codes. These two-letter codes are still available from the new registry, but the registry also lists 3-digit UN M.49 region codes. The advantage of these codes is that they can represent more than just countries. For example, localization groups have for some time wanted to label their carefully crafted translations as Latin-American Spanish, rather than the Spanish of any particular country. With RFC 4646 this is now possible. (The appropriate language tag is es-419.)Only one region subtag can appear in a language tag, and it must immediately follow the language subtag or the script tag, if there is one. It is a two-letter alpha or 3-digit numeric code. Note that you can have a language code immediately followed by a region code, just as you are used to for language tags such as en-US.Once again, you should only use region subtags if they are necessary to make a distinction you need. Unless you specifically need to highlight that you are talking about Italian as spoken in Italy you should use it for Italian, and not it-IT. The same goes for any other possible combination.These examples from the registry show the codes for Austria, AT, and Northern Africa, 015:%% Type: region Subtag: AT Description: Austria Added: 2005-10-16 %% Type: region Subtag: 015 Description: Northern Africa Added: 2005-10-16 %% 
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Some lessons from this section
Language tags

• Use language attribute values from the IANA Language 
Subtag Registry.

• Follow the rules in BCP 47 – not RFC 3066.

• Keep the tags short – only use script subtags where really 
needed.

http://www.w3.org/International/articles/language-tags/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide summarizes some of the practical takeaways from this presentation.We will not discuss the other types of subtag in detail here.  For a fully overview of this topic, see http://www.w3.org/International/articles/language-tags/
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Text size

Text size
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Text size in translation
Text size

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows an example of how text can expand (and shrink) when translated (here from English).
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Compound nouns
Text size

Eingabeverarbeitungsfunktionen

Input processing features

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One potential issue here is that some languages have very long words, which may not fit within the specified max-width. 
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Text size in graphics
Text size

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you are using graphic text, beware!  Not only is it more difficult to translate graphic text, but graphic text is often squeezed into small spaces, making it difficult to replicate the source in another language.  Here, the Portuguese text doesn't fit in the available horizontal space.Note, also, that complex characters found in languages like Chinese, Japanese, Korean, and many other scripts would be very difficult to read in such small sizes.
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Text size in graphics
Text size

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here Flickr has resorted to using just icons with mouse-overs in the translated UIs to get around the expansion issues they would have otherwise had.
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Form field label positioning
Text size

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is another potential issue related to the length of text in translation.Let's continue to assume a situation where text appears in a fixed width box. We will apply the same approach we discussed earlier to deal with the title of the box.  The issue this time will be that we have used a table to apply form labels to the left side of the form entry field to which they apply.  Our initial source text is in English.
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Form field label positioning
Text size

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The English looks nice enough.  They Malay, on the other hand, looks pretty ugly.  The large expansion factor produces unfortunate stacking of the text on the left, and large white spaces to the right.  Although the box expands vertically to hold all the text, we are wasting a lot of space and decreasing the amount of information that will appear in the reader's initial screen (you can imagine that this would be compounded by other fixed with boxes on the page).With the German translation we have a different problem.  The long word Benutzeroberfläche doesn't wrap, and so pushes the select boxes beyond the width of the fixed box container.  This has the potential to badly affect the layout of other parts of the screen.
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Form field label positioning
Text size

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You may want to consider avoiding table cells in such constrained circumstances.  This slide shows how the text would look if the input fields were just in a paragraph with the label text.All the boxes now look fine, and although there is a very slight increase in vertical height overall, we have removed the problems seen with the Malay and German text on the previous slide.Let's note, again, that this is down to the way the page is designed/developed, not the way it is localized.  That's a fundamental message of this presentation.  Internationalization during design and development removes significant barriers to deploying your content globally.
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Graphics in fixed width boxes
Text size

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let's assume that we want to implement a fixed-width box on our page.  The text can expand downwards, but not sideways.Let's also assume that we want a background with a nice gradient behind the title of the box, and that the background has a line across the bottom.(This slide in Spanish has the title 'Interface Language', and a list of radio buttons to select a language.)
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Graphics in fixed width boxes
Text size

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As our text expands during translation into Malay, the title occupies two lines.  Unfortunately the graphic used for the gradient background is only one line deep, and things now begin to look a mess.
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Graphics in fixed width boxes
Text size

.box h3 {
margin: 0;
padding: 6px 8px 4px 10px;
font-size: 130%;
color: #333;
background: url(img/h3-bg.gif) 

no-repeat top left;
border-bottom: 1px solid #E0CFAB;
}

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A way to approach this issue is to use a graphic that is three or four lines deep behind the title.  By attaching the graphic using the CSS background property, only the amount needed to view the title will actually be shown.  
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Graphics in fixed width boxes
Text size

.box h3 {
margin: 0;
padding: 6px 8px 4px 10px;
font-size: 130%;
color: #333;
background: url(img/h3-bg.gif) 

no-repeat top left;
border-bottom: 1px solid #E0CFAB;
}

Bulletproof Web Design, Dan Cederholm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To get the line to appear in the right place, we simply create it as the bottom border of the heading.This example uses a technique (and the exact same code and graphic) described in Dan Cederholm's book, Bulletproof Web Design (although the text is borrowed from Google's language preferences).  This is significant!  Dan is not writing about internationalization per se – he is more concerned with people pumping up the text size for accessibility reasons.  It just so happens, however, that the same approach helps with localizability.This is an example that you don't necessarily have to learn new information to deal with internationalization issues – just following existing best practices can be the key in many cases.  Note again, however, that we are still talking about the design and development of content – not about work that the localizers will do!Dan's book contains several other recommendations that will benefit internationalization.
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Tabs
Text size

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When creating tabs, don’t draw the background as a single graphic or a collection of graphics tailored to fit the source text.  This will break both internationalization and accessibility.
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Tabs
Text size

Sliding Doors of CSS, Doug Bowman
http://alistapart.com/articles/slidingdoors/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Instead use something like Doug Bowman’s ‘sliding doors’ technique (http://alistapart.com/articles/slidingdoors/).  This allows the graphic part of the tab to expand with the text.

http://alistapart.com/articles/slidingdoors/�
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Tabs
Text size

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note, again, that this also aids accessibility.  The slide shows the result of increasing text size on the tabs.One other thing to note, however, is that you should leave some space for expansion to the right of the tabs (or left in a right-to-left script).  You may otherwise need to design the CSS so that the tabs can be wrapped and still look good.
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Round cornered boxes
Text size

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the W3C’s i18n articles we use a box with rounded corners.
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Round cornered boxes
Text size

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This will be much easier to do when CSS3’s rounded corners properties are available.  In the meantime, people are using background graphics.This box can use techniques similar to those described earlier to allow the box to contract or expand (up to a certain point) horizontally as well as vertically, to fit the text.
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Round cornered boxes
Text size

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This shows the graphics used.
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Round cornered boxes
Text size

Eingabeverarbeitungsfunktionen

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One potential issue here is that some languages have very long words, which may not fit within the specified max-width. 
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Round cornered boxes
Text size

Eingabe&00AD;verarbeitungs&00AD;funktionen

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An ideal solution to this would be to get the translator to insert soft-hyphens at appropriate places in the word.  The word would then wrap to fit the box.Unfortunately, although this works in browsers like IE and Opera, the soft hyphen is not yet recognized in Mozilla browsers (although it should do in version 3).Until it is available widely as a solution, the translator will probably need to break the text manually, and the designer should try not to make such boxes too narrow.
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Some lessons from this section
What this means to me

• Think about how to cope with text that expands in translation

• Avoid placing labels to the side of form entry fields, icons, etc, if 
you can

• For text backgrounds use large images and ‘sliding door’ effects to 
allow coverage of text whatever the size

• Leave expansion space at the end of lines of tabs

• Consider how to deal with long compound nouns: don’t make the 
column too narrow; warn translators

• Look out for and lobby the W3C CSS Working Group to publish 
rounded borders and multiple backgrounds parts of CSS3

• Lobby Mozilla to support the soft-hyphen character

http://www.w3.org/International/questions/qa-resizing-backgrounds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide summarizes some of the practical takeaways from this presentation.
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Navigating to localized pages

Navigating to localized pages
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Language links
Navigating to localized pages

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note, in passing, an issue related to the Google text I used in the previous example.  The dialogue allowed you to select a different language for the user interface from a pull-down list, presumably assuming that your reason for changing was that you couldn't read the current language. 117 languages.The issue for me is that the names of all the languages are in the language of the current page.  Let's assume, for example, that a curious person wanted to see what the interface looked like in Persian, so they selected that language from the list and clicked on the 'Save Preferences' button.
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Language links
Navigating to localized pages

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Assuming that they would be able to find their way back to the appropriate dialogue box to get back to English (which would require them to remember which link to hit on the thankfully uncluttered Persian Google home page), that they can remember which is the required select list, and that they can do so in spite of the mirror-imaging of the page when using Arabic script, they would then be faced with what you see on the next slide.
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Language links
Navigating to localized pages

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note that the names of languages are all in Persian, and are sorted by Persian rules.Which selection would get you back to English ??(Hint: if you want to explore like this, use a different tab or window for your explorations, and leave the original dialogue available in another for when you want to reset to your current language.)Of course, the point is really that a Persian person taken to the English site may have as much trouble finding their way to the appropriate user interface language as the curious explorer does in getting back.  In my opinion it would help a great deal to write each language name in its own script and language.  You can read more about that in the W3C Internationalization article at http://www.w3.org/International/questions/qa-navigation-select .
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Pull down lists
Navigating to localized pages

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One way of allowing users to access an alternative language or country site is to use pull-down lists (with the select element in HTML).Here is an example.  My personal preference would be to use the native translation of the country name first and put the English version in parentheses after.  It can be useful, however, to have both as shown here.
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Pull down lists
Navigating to localized pages

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A potential issue with this approach is that the user may not have fonts to cover all the characters, resulting in something like the boxes shown above.You may feel that this is acceptable, since the English text alongside gives sufficient cues to the reader about what those boxes are about.On the other hand, some people may feel that this is not acceptable.
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Selection pages
Navigating to localized pages

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An alternative approach is to route the user to a selection page like this.  On such a page, which is in HTML, you can resolve the missing font issue by presenting the text in graphic form.I would not normally recommend using text in graphics, but there shouldn’t be a big issue here, given that this text doesn’t need translating and is perhaps less likely to be searched for.One thing to bear in mind, however, is that you should route a user to an alternative language and (often) country site that doesn’t remove them from their current context, ie. don’t force them up to the home page if they entered the site from a link.  If they go to a selection page like this, you should return them to the same page (if such exists) in the localized site.
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Using alternative selection lists
Navigating to localized pages

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This example shows a hybrid approach, where what looks like a pull-down list has been implemented using javascript and HTML.  Although they haven’t done so in this case, this would allow you to use graphics in the pull-down.
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Chatty selection sites
Navigating to localized pages

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you take users to a selection page, don’t be too chatty on that page.  If they are going to it because they don’t speak the current language, it won’t be a lot of help.Note that this particular introductory text is even difficult for English-speaking people to understand.  Don't worry your non-English speaking people with such information.
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Identifying the list
Navigating to localized pages issues

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this example, the link to the selection page (though it could also be the location of a pull-down list) is not easy to spot from the text.  The designer has, however, used a graphic – ie.  a non-verbal cue – to help users locate the appropriate place (albeit a little difficult to spot and recognize).
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Using maps
Navigating to localized pages

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One issue that is difficult to resolve is how to order the list of languages or countries.  You could use the Unicode Collation Algorithm, sort by population size or GNP, sort by BCP 47 language tags, etc. to be neutral, although many users would possibly not understand the rationale for such ordering.For country-specific links it may help to use maps of regions to narrow the search to a list that may be easier to scan.Don’t use flags for language-specific selections.
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Some lessons from this section
What this means to me

• For links to alternative language or country sites, translate link 
text into the language of the content pointed to

• Make it easy to find the current page when changing language or 
site

• Consider whether to use graphics or text, given that fonts may 
not be available on the user’s platform for all options 

• If you use text, you’ll need the page encoding to be UTF-8

• Remember that pull-down lists don’t support graphics, so 
consider alternatives

• Find a way to draw attention to a list that is recognizable 
regardless of language, and put it in a visible location

• Consider maps as an alternative selection mechanism

http://www.w3.org/International/questions/qa-navigation-select

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide summarizes some of the practical takeaways from this presentation.
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Concluding remarks

Concluding remarks
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In conclusion

• We haven't been talking about things that the 
localizers do, we're talking about the way 
content is created!

• Good internationalization practice is often just 
good content design.

• This is a part of Web Accessibility.

• Take a look at the material on the I18n Activity 
site.

• Pick up your quicktips cards here.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The presentation is not designed to give you a thorough overview of potential internationalization and localization issues.  It aims to provide you with a few practical takeaways, but more importantly it aims to get you thinking about what internationalization is all about – there are things that need to be thought about and done by designers, developers and content authors, not just the localization team, to ensure successful international use of content.
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Thank you
http://www.w3.org/International/
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